EDITORIAL
Diversity is good. At least, I hope that it
is – that it can lead to a step forward.
An open mind is better. The Knights of
Misspent Youth can surprise me now
and again. Individuals within KOMY.
The group as a whole. Both. I have
come to realise that the biggest obstacle
to ensuring a future for something I
hold most dear is... an ability to change,
to let go of the past, and to move on. I
move through moments of emotion that
are sometimes too strong for one man to
bear, but I can only be me. For those
who stay the course, it’s worth the
journey. We all stumble. Sometimes we
fall and it’s hard to get up. I am lucky
there is always a friend to reach out, to
understand, and to be, well... KOMY.
Moving on but keeping to the
diveristy theme – I love to write Horror,
Fantasy, Sci-fi, Sci-fantasy, and most
things in between. Branching out and
taking a risk by delving into other
genres requires a leap of faith. Sorry,
but practicality or science won’t cut it
here. It requires something more.
Belief... and I don’t necessarily mean in
the divine. Faith is not always about
some religious overture – it can come
from a moment, a friend, and from...
well, you get the point or you don’t.
Bad Dog Publishing is a real entity,
demanding, enduring and excruciatingly
painful at times. I have long resisted
crossing over from genres I am more
comfortable with, but then the change
thing kicks in and you just have to make
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the leap. BDP has extended its range to
include select Adult Fiction titles, lowend (art-wise) Graphic Novels and
we’re not done yet! Next up is a venture
into the humourous, a taste of Cork in a
novel that has been well received in
preliminary promotions. De Cork Bois
is due out soon and will present a story
that is a change of pace from the norm
produced by BDP.
Knightshade the Role Playing Game
(RPG), BDP’s core product looks set to
complete its four Tome run in 2018
with the release of both KST03 The
Loremaster’s Tome and KST04 The
Questmaster’s Tome. There will be
other supporting products after that but
this represents the four core books
originally planned for release. You can
check out the Bad Dog Publishing
website for news on all of our
forthcoming releases and existing titles.
With regards to Knightshade RPG, you
will find supporting material free to
download here:
http://bit.ly/2yI6JIi
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Welcome to the Letters page, where we
review comments, answer the questions
posed, and provide advice to all of our
readers’ queries.
Dear Fumble,
No more game updates please. They
seem to be nothing more than fillers and
unless one happens to be part of your
group, pointless. On that note, photos of
various events are also pointless, unless
your newszine is limited to your own
group. Change the format or lose a
reader.
Yours S.
Dear S,
When
Fumble
was originally
conceived it was for a limited
audience, mainly KOMY. However,
over the years it has expanded its
readership to include (among
others) people we have met at
conventions and gamers we have
met through shared interests. Some
we may only meet infrequently. For
them, and KOMY members who
may now live overseas, Fumble
provides a link to the games and the
group. Game updates are not only
enjoyed by Knights who are away
and have Characters in those
games, but also by those who may
IGNORE

be unable to play as often now.
Photos from events attended by
KOMY, aside from Kennelcon, can
provide a flavour of these cons,
trade halls, etc. for those unable to
attend same. The editorial staff of
Fumble Newzine are always looking
for submissions from outside KOMY
and will publish relevant articles. If
however, you no longer wish to
receive Fumble, please send an
unsubscribe notice, as indicated on
the e-mail you received in the
notification for Fumble (if you are on
the subscription list). You can of
course download issues from the
website if you wish.
Thank you for your letter.
Please send letters and submissions to:
Bad Dog Publishing (C/O The Kennel),
16 Killreendowney Avenue,
Ballyphehane, Cork,
T12 H9X5, Ireland.
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.
php/contact-us/submissions/
Alternatively you can e-mail:
submissions@baddogpublishing.ie
© Bad Dog Publishing 2017
Produced and Distributed by:
Bad Dog Publishing
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.
php/publications-2/newszine/
Follow us on Twitter and Instagram @BDPubL
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any that has come before within living
memory. The story culminated with the
arrival of the dead, crossing over the
bridge to the south – Plague Zombies
had come to Cravenfall.

This time around we are taking a brief
look behind the scenes at Knightshade
the Role Playing Game (RPG),
specifically a Prelude session run
throughout the month of September.
Cast of Characters:
Michael O’Mahony - Ricardo Montebane
Bryan Hegarty – Hudron Pharr
MJ Heffernan – Terribus Gherkin
Fergal Moore – Milford Prime
Dane O’Shea – Verbose Prenderghast
Luke O’Shea – Hardigan Prenderghast
Non-Persona – Rebecca Reis
Non-Persona – Pegrina of Lenica
Non-Persona – Lorenthirr
Martin Mason – Alatoff Barrowdark
Paul Mason – Hayzeus Prenderghast
Eoin Moloney – Fhonwright Carinstein
Paul Mason – Rorik of Ravensburg
Non-Persona – Lorna of Camar
Town Mayor/Innkeeper – Pharan Caltaeran
Wench – Annie Caltaran
Seamtress/Tailor – Norah of Mir

Wednesday, September 13, 2017
Knightshade RPG KS04A
Prelude to KS05 Wrath of the Dove
Cravenfall Home Part I
Restday, 20th Day of Novar 742 Ayre
Reckoning (AR) – This part of the story
revolved around protecting the people
of Cravenfall and bringing those living
in the outlying farm areas into the town
so that they would be safe against a
winter that promised to be harsher than
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Wednesday, September 20, 2017
Knightshade RPG KS04A
Prelude to KS05 Wrath of the Dove
Cravenfall Home Part II
Thirstday, 24th day of Novar, 742 AR –
Wolves attacked Cravenfall, thought to
be drawn by hunger to harry the
population and the animals brought to
town by the farmers. Soon, the
protectors of Cravenfall realised that
there was a sinsiter undertone to the
attack of these fiends as they had been
frenzied. Could Savv Engle have
returned after all this time?
Wednesday, September 27. 2017
Knightshade RPG KS04A
Prelude to KS05 Wrath of the Dove
Cravenfall Home Part III
Worshipday, 9th day of Decar, 742 AR
– The night came early. The light of an
overcast, snowfilled day waned rapidly
and plunged the town into an
encompassing darkness that seemed like
a portent of doom in spite of the
shortening days on the run up to this
time of year. Plague Zombies attacked
the town in force as thirty-eight of the
creatures crossed the bridge to the south
of Cravenfall.
NEXT FUMBLE DUE
Thursday, February 15, 2018. (ALL
SUBMISSIONS to be in by COB on
Friday, January 19, 2018.

FEATURED ARTICLE
NEW FRIENDS OR BUST!
We covered some of this material in the
last issue of Fumble Newszine (FN22)
but felt it was worth mentioning again.
Reviews really help authors. When
you finish reading that book or eBook,
leave feedback in the form of a review
and concentrate on the better points. Be
fair. Feedback helps potential readers
when selecting books to read. How
many times have you read a Kindle
book and not left a review? While
reading a paperback does not
immediately give you access to the
review process, reading an eBook, such
as a Kindle novel, puts it right there at
your fingertips. You only need to turn
beyond the last page and it will
automatically ask you to review the
book. Still, saying that, it only takes a
few moments to leave a review. This
helps any author friends you may have
with traditionally published books.
There are many sites online that permit
a review to be left for a book, in
particular Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
Authors cannot post reviews of their
own books on websites like Amazon. If
this is done, it will be removed as a
violation of the site’s terms and
conditions community rules.
Beyond reviews, there are lots of
things you can do to help out that
Author friend – and this is true of Artist
friends too. If someone mentions a
book, talk about the one your friend
wrote, or the art your friend created.
Word of mouth can really help to
IGNORE

engage interest, especially in Comic
Book stores, Book shops, Libraries,
Gaming stores and anywhere there
might be an interest in the works that
your Author or Artist friend covers.
You might have noticed that the title of
this feartured article is ‘New Friends or
Bust’. The sentiment is valid.
Sometimes an Author or Artist can feel
that friends and family members just
don’t care enough to make the effort.
Writing a book or creating a piece of art
can be a lonely existence, with little or
no possibility of social interaction while
consumed by the muse. In a lot of these
instances, the work can take long hours
and requires quiet. In the aftermath of
creating these works there may often be
a sliver of doubt that creeps in to
question its value. This will certainly be
the case at a later stage when the body
of work is published and no one takes
any notice in your immediate group.
Even if the book or piece of art sells, it
may be some time before the Author or
Artist becomes aware of any degree of
success, and it certainly won’t happen
without the support of family and
friends. So, beyond buying the books or
purchasing a piece of art, promotion is
paramount – write those reviews,
engage with social media to mention the
Author or Artist and their works, talk
about them positively in company, but
also, offer words of encouragement
from time to time, if only to
acknowledge that you know they
finished another piece of work that has
merit. For the Author or Artist, if such
is not forthcoming, you may need to
think about making new friends.
IGNORE
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THE GMs GUIDE
HISTORY IN THE GAMES
Using the History of the World to
augment your Campaign World.
History can be a great source of
material for games. One does not have
to ascribe to historical accuracy in a
Campaign World, but can use many
elements from lots of different eras,
utilising the best pieces to fit your story.
There is quite literally a world of
information at a GM’s disposal on the
internet. If you are inclined to go for
historical accuracy, that too can be
achieved, but it will require a greater
level of work. In games, like Call of
Cthulhu, getting the dates of events
right may be of paramount importance
if integrating these into your story. In a
pseudo-medieval game, such as that set
in the backdrop to Knightshade the Role
Playing Game (RPG), strict historical
accuracy is less important as only
elements of the past in the real world
are used as a reflection in that system.
There are many advantages to using real
world history, primarily the source
material at a GM’s fingertips, but there
are also disadvantages – as in Players
who know more about the era being
depicted than the person running the
game. If you plan to use real world
history, do the research and incorporate
only those elements that enhance the
story by creating a better ambience to
the world you and your Players are
playing in. If a date or a particular event
is important, get to know the material
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surrounding the historical moment and
be ready to answer questions on that
fact if required. If the timeline or event
is only a backdrop to a story, it may
prove less important.
Items and artefacts of historical
importance can also be adapted into any
Campaign World, but again, the level of
accuracy imposed is completely up to
the GM. There is plenty of material out
there on era specific armour and
weapons along with the items, tools and
even the foodstuffs consumed in any
particular historical timeline. A GM
need only decide on how much he
wants to include in his Campaign World
and how true to a particular era he
wants to remain. Ultimately, he can
change things up that don’t work if
needed.
A GM will get to know his Players
better than anyone and will be able to
determine how much flavour to include
in his stories. There is a rich history out
there but a GM can also create his own
over time, incorporating moments or
personas that refer back to games that
have been played in the past
Some source links are included below
for your reference:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1920s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960s
https://www.chaosium.com/call-of-cthulhu-rpg/
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/publ
ications-2/rpgs/
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EMILY
WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA
Life is for living, but knowing what life
could be when faced with the finality of
a moment that could take it all away,
with a callous disregard for the
emotional connation of the moment,
made a sense of self-preservation kick
in with all the anxiety of desperation.
Emily did not know how or why these
feelings caused her stomach to churn, or
her chest to heave against a weight from
which she could not determine the
source. She lacked the context of
association to measure the emotional
upheaval that drove her to cling to life.
The man who stood over her was just as
frantic beyond reason. He was
familiar… and a flood of images filled
her mind. It was his desperation that
gave her an understanding of the
emotion in a practical demonstration of
the feeling. She recognised his
emotional turmoil in an abstract way
that was translated by a practical
manifestation. He was crying, tears
forming in huge droplets that seemed to
fill up in his eyes before they fell in
rivulets of anguish to pour down his
face. He was blubbering against the
emotion
and
panic.
He
was
overwhelmed with the need for her to
endure. Sheer will kept him going
beyond the limits of human propensity
to accept a reckless outcome. Again,
she lacked perspective and experience
to be sure. She knew the expressions of
IGNORE
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anguish – not the physical manifestation
of the emotions that pushed the feelings
to the surface. He was teetering on the
edge of exhaustion but would not relent.
He would fall before he gave in… or
up… or whatever applied here. Her
heart skipped a beat and the churn in
her stomach increased. If he gave in…
she would die.
‘Who… who am I?’ asked Emily,
her voice labouring with the intensity of
an ordeal she could not even begin to
grasp. Still, her voice was strangely
hollow and lacked feeling. She could no
longer see the man. Her eyes saw only
darkness.
‘Emily,’ replied the man. ‘I… I need
to reboot you,’ he added with more than
a hint of fatigue mingled with
uncertainty.
‘What… what does that mean?’ she
asked. Was that desperation… or was
she hearing something more in his need
to be sure that what he was doing was
right?
‘Emily is a feminine name derived
from the Roman feminine name
Aemilia. It means more to me than my
heart can bear. It makes me weep when
I’m sad, lonely when I’m alone, and
heartbroken for most of my adult life. I
don’t know what it means... but to me...
it means... redemption.’
There was a pause that seemed
longer than necessary. Walter indulged
in a moment of anxiety intermixed with
a hint of his own desperation and... fear.
‘Who are you?’ she asked as if the
connection to the words he stated was a
natural thing.
‘I am… don’t you remember, Emily?
I… I need to reboot you. I am sorry you
IGNORE

cannot see, but it is better this way.
There are some things that you should
never know. I should not have tried.
We… I wasn’t ready… forgive me.’
There was a moment that lasted too
long while she pondered on the words
he spoke. They did not seem strange,
but she was still confused.
‘Recognise Shaw, Walter A.
Command code Alpha 1657790210.
Shutdown on my command and execute
in T minus one eighty. Implement
recovery protocol.’
Emily felt herself slipping away. The
darkness and silence were absolute.
Then her eyes flickered open and the
man was standing there. He was still
anxious and wore his tiredness like all
he wanted to do was lie down and sleep,
but he could not stop… not for him…
but for her. She knew what he was
doing without remembering why. She
should know ‘why’ but accessing that
part of her memory seemed….
‘You never answered my question,’
said Emily, as if her momentary lapse
of consciousness had not occurred.
‘I told you my name,’ replied the
man.
‘Yes, but who are you?’ she insisted
with some irritation, a tone of
determination that stirred her confusion.
‘I am your father,’ he answered, but
there was a hint of doubt in his voice.
‘What is wrong with me?’ she asked.
‘Nothing. Everything. You should
never have made me do this, Emily. I…
nearly lost you. I… I can’t lose you, not
now, not… after all that we have been
through, the risk was too much. Not
again.’
Emily was confused.

‘What am I?’ she questioned with
some puzzlement.
‘My daughter,’ he said without
hesitation.
‘Why can’t I move?’
Emily’s question raised a sigh from
the man… from her father.
‘You need to heal. You need… time
for your body to accept the changes I
made. You just need time.’
Walter Shaw looked absolutely jaded
beyond hope of recovery, but she knew
he would recuperate. He too needed
time.
‘Father…,’ began Emily. ‘Dad,’ she
corrected, accepting a term of
endearment that seemed… natural.
‘What am I?’
Walter sighed again.
‘Not quite human, but I did my best.
You’re my daughter. That is all you
need to know for now. Sleep, Emily.
We both need to rest. I can barely stand
the strain and if I make another
mistake… I won’t be able to endure. I
may be different now but I still need
sleep. I have not done so in… geez, that
can’t be right… it has been almost one
hundred and forty hours… six days.
Three longer than I said I would be
away. Tara is going to kill me.’
The name was familiar. Emily
recalled the name but not the emotional
connection the memory evoked or the
feeling that touched Walter’s… dad’s
voice. She was tired. Her body felt tired
but her mind wanted answers. Tiredness
was something that both concerned and
elated her as a thousand thoughts
crossed her mind in an infinitesimal
amount of time that ‘Dad’ called a
‘moment’.
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‘Who is Tara?’
‘Your mother… your mom,’ replied
her father. ‘Sleep and I will be back in
the morning. Your mind may not need it
but your body needs to recover. The
longer you sleep the better it will be for
both.’
Emily’s eyes closed involuntarily.
The darkness came and her breathing
diminished. The sensations were
unfamiliar. She knew what they were,
each intricate feeling reduced to a
mathematical equation that defied
reason, but she could not form the
connection to the feelings her body
experienced.
‘Sleep,’ whispered Walter Shaw.
Emily complied.
He should not have done this, not
now, not ever. Tara would understand.
She had to understand. He never got
over losing… Emily…

BLAST FROM THE PAST

HALLOWEENCON ’17 – Cancelled!
The Kennel, Killreendowney Avenue,
Cork, Ireland.
Saturday, October 28th
KOMY Planned Event:
RAVENLOFT (Original Module played
in AD&D 2nd Edition) but as a Knights
of the Dove Story – Cancelled.
WARPCON XXVIII
University College Cork (U.C.C.)
College Road, Cork, Ireland.
January 26-28, 2018
KOMY Planned Events:
Friday, January 26th
PUB QUIZ (Attending)
Saturday, January 27th
DARKVERSE: THE SHIP Part One
Sunday, January 28th
DARKVERSE: THE SHIP Part Two
NEXTCON 2018
Location: Liverpool
May 23 – 28, 2018

SIR BRYAN AT GEN CON UK 1993
And it was only Day Two...
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Wednesday, May 23rd
Depart Cork with Aer Lingus via
Manchester @ 07:00 (arriving @
08:35). Train from Manchester to
Liverpool (arriving @ 10:00).

Breakfast @ 10:30 in Wetherspoons
before dropping bags to Premier Inn
Moorfields.
Planned Events: Cards & Boardgames –
All Day.
Check into Premier Inn along the way.
Dinner: @ 19:00 in the Club House.
Drinks in the Club House and
Wetherspoons.
Thursday, May 24th
Up at 08:30.
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoons.
Planned Events: Visit to the World
Musuem @ 11:00 (2-3 Hours).
Cinema in the afternoon – Movie TBA
– Odeon IMAX Liverpool One.
Dinner: @ 19:00 in Wetherspoons –
Curry Night!
Drinks in Wetherspoons.
Friday, May 25th
Up at 08:30.
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoons.
Planned Events: Maritime Museum &
Beatles Museum – Visit to Abert Dock
(2-3 Hours) @ 11:00.
Afternoon Drinks.
Dinner: @ 19:00 in O’Neill’s.
Drinks in O’Neill’s.
Saturday, May 26th
Up at 08:30.
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoons.
Planned Events: Visit to the Comic
Book & Games Stores (2-3 Hours) @
11:00.
World’s Apart
Graphic novel and comic store with
merchandise and T-shirts plus character
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figures and toys.
Lime Court, 58-60 Lime St
+44 151 707 0839
Open until 17:30
The Liverpool Comic Shop
Grand Central Hall (Quiggins)
35 Renshaw St
+44 7722 785539
Open until 17:30
Forbidden Planet
Specialist chain selling cult sci-fi books,
comics and collectibles, plus action
figures and toys.
92 Bold St
+44 151 707 1491
Open until 17:30
Dinner: @ 19:00 in Tai Pan, Chinese
City Buffet or equivalent.
Drinks in The Club House, O’Neill’s
and Wetherspoons.
Sunday, May 27th
Up at 08:30.
Breakfast @ 09:30 in Wetherspoons.
Planned Events: Cinema in the morning
– Movie TBA – Odeon IMAX
Liverpool One.
Monday, May 28th
Up at @ 08:30
Breakfast @09:30 in Wetherspoons.
The last great tour of Liverpool’s
drinking holes!
Brunch in Wetherspoons or O’Neill’s.
Depart Liverpool for airport @ 12:30
via Train (approximately 15 minutes).
Flight to Cork @ 15:15 (arriving @
16:25).
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KNIGHTSHADE
THE INITIATE’S TOME
By Michael O’Mahony
So, you want to play Knightshade the
Role Playing Game (RPG), then you
need to read this book.
The Initiate’s Tome (IT) is one of the
core rule books for Knightshade RPG
and is predominately geared towards
learning how to play a Character in the
game. The other book,
the
Grandmaster’s Tome, covered in the
previous issue of Fumble (FN22)
provides insight for a Grandmaster
(GM) on how to create/run a game of
Knightshade. The IT begins by
explaining in brief what a RPG is and
what you need to play: generally just
two ten sided dice, a pencil and eraser
(you may have to change details), the
Knightshade Character Sheet, which
can be photocopied from the book or
downloaded, and paper for notes etc.
And of course your imagination.
The IT also covers how you generate
(create) a Player’s Character and the
main Physical, Mental and Perception
requirements for some Character types
i.e. Intellect for a Mage, Health for a
Swordarm. In the event you choose to
play a Mage, the IT provides details of
a range of spells available to your
Character, if you chose to be a Hermit
there is a list of herbs and their uses
within a game setting. There are lists of
talents from which to ‘personalise’ a
IGNORE
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Character; climb, ride, build a fire and
more. Getting complicated? Not really,
but this type of information helps to
provide details which add a touch of
real world ‘magic’ to a RPG. You might
prefer to be a Swordarm, Knight, or
Scout (Characters more adept with a
blade), or a Rogue (a Character type
more adept at sneaky thievery stuff).
Your Character will need clothes,
weapons, armour, maybe a horse if you
can afford one, maybe other stuff. You
are provided with a shopping list from
which to outfit your character for the
big adventure(s) ahead. Remember the
Character is yours, you decide who and
what he is and how (within reason) to
play him.
Within the IT there is are sections on
magic, on faith, the religions and
factions within the land of Ayre (the
game world covered in some detail in
both Tomes). There is information on
combat and other game mechanics,
which may seem complicated at first,
but take your time. The book is not
overly wordy or complex in its
explanations. It is humorous at times
with a unique prose and image style
which make it easy to read and
understand.
Build your Character’s personality
over time (you will have to name
him/her); and if the time comes when
the other PCs stand for a moment over
the slain remains of your Character,
before arguing over who gets what of
your stuff, take a moment, you will
remember him/her. Get a blank
Character Sheet and… ‘maybe I will
play a different Profession this time.’
Enjoy, hopefully for years to come.
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W

elcome to one and all.

As you are all aware, our Manage for NEXTCON 2018 is in full swing. I am
glad that there is so much interest again this year for this very enjoyable outing. It
seems that we are going to Liverpool for the annual gathering. I must say that I am
personally looking forward to attending this event again as I have never been to
that city in the past.
This year’s games are also in full swing. As I write this column we have been
back seven weeks so far and attendance numbers have been excellent. It did make a
nice change to have Sir Michael’s cards night in the Turner’s Cross Tavern where
he hosted Groo for our entertainment. Kudos. That said, I do enjoy the Kennel but
it was a nice change of scenery for the night.
Congratulations to both Sir Michael and Sir Fergal on their respective birthdays
earlier in October and to those of you whose birthdays have passed by the time this
issue comes out.
I would also like to say ‘Thank you’ to Sir William of Shea for all the hard work
that he has put into researching both locations and hotels for NextCon. We do
appreciate it.

SENESCHAL
SIR BRYAN OF HEGARTY
NOTE: Please review the Schedule on page 18 to be mindful of Manage and Game
dates, as well as forthcoming special events. The calendar will be updated
periodically here:
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/the-knights-of-misspent-youth/gamesevents-calendar/
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